Open Bets & Exotics
All Open Bets and Exotics are subject to the following limits per ticket or bet unit indicated alongside bet type
(hereinafter referred to as “Bet Units”):
Max Times Taken

Max Payout per R1 Bet
Unit

Maximum Total Payout

Swinger

5,000

R100.00

R30,000.00

Double

1,000

R500.00

R30,000.00

Trifecta

200

R15,000.00

R50,000.00

Quartet

100

R25,000.00

R50,000.00

Exacta

1,000

R500.00

R30,000.00

Jackpot

250

R50,000.00

R100,000.00

Pick 6

50

R125,000.00

R250,000.00

BiPot

500

R10,000.00

R50,000.00

Place

1,000

R10,000.00

BET TYPE

Accumulator

R100,000.00

Example of Open Bet Limits per Unit:
A customer takes a swinger of Horse 1 and Horse 2 (a R1 bet unit) one thousand times for R1,000 (i.e. 1000
bet units x R1). The swinger wins, and the SA Tote payout per bet unit is R120. Given that the maximum
payout per bet unit is R100 as per the above table, the theoretical payout to the customer is R100 x 1000 bet
units = R100,000. However, since the maximum total payout is limited to R30,000, the maximum total payout to
the customer is R30,000.
Please note that in no event can a payout ever be in excess of the SA Tote pool size.
Example of a payout not exceeding Tote Pool size:
Assume you win a Pick 6 for R300,000 on a day when the Tote Pool was R220,000. First, your winnings are
compared to our maximum payout per the table above. In this case, our maximum payout for a Pick 6 is
R250,000, so your winnings of R300,000.00 are first limited to R250,000.00. We then compare your maximum
payout (R250,000) to the size of the actual Tote pool (R220,000). Since your maximum payout of R250,000
exceeds the size of the Tote pool (R220,000), your winnings are limited to the size of the pool, namely
R220,000.

In the event that the SA Tote payout is less than the payout limits displayed in the table above, the SA Tote
dividend will be used for payout purposes. Should the SA Tote payout per R1 unit exceed the maximum
payout limits per R1 units displayed in the table above, then the amounts in this table will be used as the
dividend for payouts and / or percentage payouts, subject to the maximum payout in the final column above.

Example: You win an Exacta, which you took 300 times. The SA Tote payout is R550 per R1 unit. Your
winnings are calculated as 300 x R500 (i.e. the maximum payout per R1 unit), or R150,000.00. Given that the
total maximum payout for Exactas is R30,000, as per the final column above, you win R30,000.

In addition to the above limits and maximum payouts, in no event and regardless of such limits and
maximum payouts, will a payment that exceeds the maximum payout of the corresponding bet with SA
Tote be made.
Example: A customer takes a Trifecta. The Trifecta wins. The SA Tote payout is R4,512. The customer will
be paid R4,512.

Other Horse Racing Limits
1.

For any ante-post bets (defined as bets taken prior to the official betting coming out on the day of a
race meeting) on first timers to win, the maximum winning amount per first timer is R10,000.

2.

For ante-post bets on first timers to place, the maximum winning amount per first timer is R5,000.

3.

For ante-post win or place bets on raced runners, the maximum winning amount per horse (both
win and place bets added together) is R25,000.

4.

For place bets, the number of places we will pay is based upon the number of carded runners as
follows:
- 14 or more carded runners – 4 PLACES
- 8 up to and including 13 carded runners – 3 PLACES
- 7 carded runners – 2 PLACES
- 6 or less carded runners – NO PLACES (in the event a scratching reduces a field to 3 or fewer
runners, all place bets will be refunded)

5.

In the event of a scratching / scratchings resulting in the number of runners being reduced, the
number of places remain the same. Bets will stand as taken subject to the relevant deductions in
that race. Pay places are determined by the number of carded runners (excluding number of
reserve runners) less the number of scratchings going to post. See betting rules for deduction
percentages.

6.

In the event of a dead heat on the places, normal dead heat rules apply.

7.

Payouts on tote bets will be limited to the size of the relevant tote pool.

Sports Betting Limits

1.

Any bet that includes an “early market” (GGG’s own prices offered up a considerable time before
the official betting comes out) will be limited to a maximum win of R25,000.

2.

the maximum size sports bets are as follows:
- R50,000 of any single sport
- R50,000 of any sports-only multiple bet

3.

If a client takes a single sports win, and subsequently includes the same team / player in a sports
multiple bet, the maximum win on both the single bet and the multiple bet combined is R100,000.

4.

In running sports bets are limited to a maximum R20,000.

